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Fig"re I-Colltact ratios of HCR gears cut with a slaridard rack 1001of 200 gears by two and then simultaneously introducing
pressure allgle. a negative displacement of the gear tooth profile
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Abstract
In high precision and heavily loaded spur

gears, the effect of gear error is negligible, so the
periodic variation of tooth stiffness is theprinci-
pal cause of noise and vibration. High contact
ratio pur gears can be used to excludeor reduce
the variation of tooth stiffness.

A simple method of designing high contact
ratio spur gears em with standard tools of20° pro-
file angle is presented ill this paper. It consists of
increasing the number of teeth on mating gears
and imultaneously introducing negative profile
shift in order to provide the same center distance,

Compute, programs to calculate static and
dynamic transmission error of gears under load
have been developed to evaluate dynamic proper-
ties of gears. The analysis of gears using these
programs showed that gears with high contact
ratio of 1.96 have much less static and dynamic
transmission error than standard gears ..

Introduction
The periodic change of tooth stiffness, gear

errors and friction force impulse at the pitch point
are the principal cau es of vibration and noise ill
gears. In high precision and heavily loaded gears,
the effect of gear errors is insignificant, so the
periodic variation of tooth stiffness and friction
force impulse are the most significant causes of
noise and vibration.
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High contact ratio spur gears can be used to
exclude or reduce the variation of tooth stiffness.
Kasuba (Ref, 1) established experimentally that
the dynamic loads decrease with increasing OOD-

tact ratio in spur gearing. Sato, Umezawa, and
Ishikawa (Ref. 2) demonstrated experimentally
thai. the minimum dynamic factor corresponds to
gears with a contact ratio slightly less than 2.00
(1.95). The same result was found experimentally
by Kahraman and Blankenship (Ref. 3) and theo-
retically by Lin, Wang, Oswald, and Coy (Ref. 4).

The increase in contact ratio can be implement-
ed by decreasing pressure angle and increasing
tooth height. In the previous works (Refs. 2-4), the
increase in the tooth contact ratio was implemented
by increasing tooth height. Vulgakov (Ref. 5) pro-
posed a method of designing nonstandard gears in
generalized parameters and found that pur gears
with a contact ratio of more than 2.0 and a pressure
angle more than 20" worked considerably quieter.
Rouverol and Watanabe (Ref. 6) proposed maxi-
mum-conjugacy gearing, which has a low pressure
angle at pitch point and increases slowly at the tip
and at the root. The measurements also bowed a
considerable reduction in the noise level compared
to standard gears.

Nevertheless, the use of standard pres ure
angle and standard tool is preferable. In the
author's previous work (Ref. 7), a simple method
of designing high contact ratio spur gears with a
standard basic rack of 200 profile angle was pre-
sented. This method allows us to design gears
with a contact ratio of nearly 1.95. In this paper,
an analysis of static and dynamic transmission
error in standard gears with 200 pressure angle
and high contact ratio gears is given.
Method oliDesign of Higb Contact Ratio Spur

Gears Cut witha Standard Tool
An increase of the contact ratio can be carried

out by the method (Ref. 7) in the existent gears by
incrementing the sum of numbers of teeth in the
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in the following way. The operating transverse
pressure angle i equal.

where a....is the operating transverse
pressure angle;

a, i the transverse pre ure angle;
a = O.5m, + (" + Za) is dle tandard center

distance;
Q.. is the operating center distance;
m is the module:
'1(2,[S the tooth number of pinion (gear).

lben.!he 11m of profile shift coefficients is
determined by

where
illvO is the involute fun lion of the angle;

'a" i th normal pre lire angle.
The profile sltift coefficients of the pinion

x,and gear .1'2 can be selected, balancing pecific
tiding (Ref. 8). The conditions of interference

absence mu t aI 0 be checked.
Contact ratio, ofa spur gear:

where Z i the aetl ve length of the line of contact;

Pb = 7t m co ex- base pitch (4)

The calculated value of contact mlio~orthe
range of 'tooth numbers from 30-]00 for both
gears are presented in Figure L These values vary
from W,89 to 1.95.

The real value of CQntaCIratio is slightly higher
due to the consequence of the tooth deformation
under lcadand edge contacts atihe beginning and
the end of contact, 1be absence of tooth undercut
gives !he range of value of tooth numbers (approx-
im~tely z > 26) fOI" these .high contact ratio gears cut
bya rack-type 1001 of 20° profile angle.

The' pre ore angle in HeR gears is lower than
in tandard gears. The lower pressure angle leads to
greater liding velocity and increases the risk of
scuffing, The negative shift coefficient which musl
be introducted in thi type of gear decreases the
bending re istance of a pair of gear, but because of
better load di tribution between two pairs of teeth.
till can be partly compensated. So, the HCR gears
must be checked for bending and scuffmg resis-
tance of teeth.

O}

~~:;;t2'.....(;ear dynamic model: ~a) model o/tooth enga.gem.cm', ,rb), dynamic

(2)

Determ~natioD .of Static Transmission Error
in Spur Gears

The tooth engagement model presented in
Figure 2a hows the influence of load di tribution
between teeth on effective gear errors. Following
Yelleand Bums (Rd. 9) and Remmers (Ref; 110),
the tooth profi.le i represented as a slide and the
teeth a springs with rollers, The pilCh error is
modeled as a step base for pring and profile
error, and base pitch error i di played as 311

'Undulated inclined lide urface. From the analy-
sis of this model, it is evident that having finish
tooth. errors, tooth edge contact designed as
. lopes AB and CD 011 the slide, the loath load i
not distributed uniformly between teeth.

Here ell is the stiffness 0'1'the i-rh pair of teeth;
S, i the kinematic error of th j·rh pair.

composed by base pitch error and pro-
file error;

Jplli is the circular pitch error difference of
the i-tho pair of teeth;
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(3)

X 3 Is the statictransmissi.on error under
load;

fir; is, the local kinematic error of the l-th.
pairof teeth;

Jph i. the base pitch error; and
Eo is the contact ratio ..

In igure 2a,the po itive error is directed out-
ward from. the lide and the negativeerror j

directed inlo the slide, As a consequence, a posi-
tive error corresponds to spring compressions.
With the e definitions, the tooth deflecl.ion. which
appears as the result of the action of positive
tooth error, is also positive. Then, the transmis-
ion error Xl' can be expressed by current. errors

of several pairs of teeth and its deflection .tJj in
the following way:

where
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Here m i the moclule of gears;
aM,' is the center di ranee:
ZJ(2) is the tooth number of p,iniol'l (gear);
a...., is the operating transverse pressure angle:
X1(2)is the profile shift coefficient of pinion

(gear);
h: = hahn is the addendum coefficient; and
h" is the addendum, pinion (gear).
The re ull of the calculations of tatic trans-

mission error for (lie gears with parameters shown
in Table I, without tooth errors, are presented in
Figure 3. In the graphic of Figure 3. the values of
transmis ion error are presented in dimen ionless
form, where xj = x3 /X30 where .\'30 = FJelo mean
tooth deflection, and em = mean tooth liffne of
gear me h.

It can be seen from the figure that the variation of
transmission error of the gear with standard pressure
angle and standard tooth height (witllout tooth errors)
has a stepped form (curve 1). The stepped fonn of
transmission error is due to a change in tooth stiffness
between one-poi r tooth contact zone and two-pair

tooth contact zone. The tatictransmi ion error of
this form can excite high-level vibration. The gear
pair with high contact ratio and tandard loo!h height
(Equation 2) has an increased tooth contact ratio '(Ea =
1.93). This contact ratio was obtained by increasing
the number of teeth of the pinion and the gear each by
one, and introducing negative profile tooth· hifts (XI

;;;;-0.393 Y .\'2 = -Q.52), according to the method pro-
posed (Ref. 7).

The taric Iran mi ion error here i not large, but
it has a peak that can cause vibrali n excitation. To
further reduce the transmission error. we mu t

increase tooth addendum by 0.0.18 of its value (11(:=
1.018). The contact ratio of this gear is 1:96. In thl
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The kinematic error during tooth edge contact
at the beginning and the end of tooth me It (the
sections AB and CD on the Iide, see Fig, 2a) can
be evaluated using the method exposed by Seireg
and Houser (Ref. II). The error in the section Be
of the lide can be determined as a sum of coine
and linear funcnons,

The normal force between teeth is equal

F. = :tel,l"), = :t ellex} + 1,;)
I_I 1_1

Transforming Equation 7. we have

x} = (F. - "EeJ,t;I)/"f. c,
1-1 ,.11

Usmg formulas in Equations 5-8. one can find

2]
1·W'., ,Q_'--,r~.\-.-'u:-------- ......-....._--,. ..

the kinematic error of tooth engagement under
(6) load at any moment in time, which i tatic trans-

mission error. Al first, the calculation i done w.ith
n;;;; L assuming thatfirf =f1rnltJ.I is the maximum
tooth error in [he tooth engagement, Then, if x) +
fir2 >.0, we aeeepr n = 2 and continue the calcula-
tion. The method. developed by Weber and
Bona chek (Ref. 12) is used to determine the tooth
stiffness at any position. Calcularion of static
transmi sian error can be used, in de igning a gear
with the purpo e of electing geometric and preci-
sion parameters. which assure a. minimum exci-

(7) tation of vibration in gear engagement.
Ana[ysis of Static Transmission Er-ror .of

Standalidand High Contact R.atio SpUIi Gears
The geometric parameters of gear . analyzed

(8) here are . 110wn in able l.
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lable 1
No·1 m,mm 8w,mm I 1, ~ I

IlfW Xl
,

)12 h:
1 3.0 135 I 40 I 52 20.0 0.000: 0.000 1.000
2 3.0 135 II 41 53 16.240 -11.393 -0.520' 1.000
3 3,0 135 I 41 53: 16.240 -0.393 -0.521 1.0.18



case, the tatic transmi i 1'1 ,e:nmalmost completely
disappears (curve 3 in Fig-ure 3).

The increments of tooth addendum which cor-
respond to a contact ratio of 1.96 were calculated
by iteration and presented in Figure 4. For the
range of tooth number. from 30-100, the required
increment of addendum vary from W.005- 1.035
of its valu , andlhe e increments can be made
using tandard tooth 1.001 .

Dynamic:: Transmission Error
The dynamic mode] of a gear pair is presented

in Figure 2b. Here. CI(~1i stiffness of upport of a
pinion (gear), Cit) is stiffness of tooth me h, "'112l

i mass of pinion (gear). JIL21 is moment of inertia
of pitnion (gear). These parameters, have me fol-

lowing values C1 = 45.5 M .I'm, C2 = 81 M 1m,
C30= 363 MN/m, 1111= 3.38 kg, m2 = 4.5 kg. 11 =
10.297 • 10-3 kg 1112 , 12 :: 0.835 • 10-3 kg 1712• The
dissipative coefficient was expected to be 0.05. In
this dynamic model, the tooth engagement is rep-
resented by the structural model. hown in Figure
2a. The whole dynamic model is described by
three differential equations wilh periodic functions
thai were olved by a program based on 'the 'lie of

the Runge-KUlla method <Ref. 13).
Th results of the elution of the equations ~O]"

three type of gear with ut errors are hewn in
Figure 5. for one period of stationary vibrations,
and for tooth mesh frequencies from 0-3,000 Hz.

The dynamic rransrnission error tis also repre em-
ed here in dimensionle . form,

II can be concluded from the figure that:
L Standard gears have very high. amplitudes of
vibraticns ,(Figure Sa).
.2. Amplirode of vibmtion dimini h in high contact
ratio gears with tandard tooth height (Fig. 5b).
3. Vibrauons completely disappear in the case of high
contact ratio gears wilh lightly increased loolh
height and contact ratio. equal to 1.96 (Fig. 5c).
4. Curves at zero frequ ncy are identical to the sta-
lie transmi ion error curve in - igure 3.

Conclusions
Methods and programs have been developed to.

calculate static and dynamicll'ruls:mi ion errors
under load in pur gears. A tooth me h of periodic

structure. which take . into. ace unt deflecti n and

,.
I..
I'

(a)

F.igure 5-D}'na711ic Irat.lsmission error: ~a) '-ttmdarilgear. (II) High conine.'
ratio gear willi standard rootll lu!iglll" ie) High cOlllael rmiD gear "'ith cOillael
ratio 0/1.96. --
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errors of each pair 01' teelh in the enagement, i used.

The analy i of tatic and dynamic tran m:i ion
errors in high-preci ion, heavy-loaded standard
gears. hi.gh contact rntio gears of tandard tooth
height and high contact ratio gears wuh slightly
increased tooth. addendum hewed shar, in the last
type of gears, Ihe tatic and dynamic tran mi sion
errors can be alma 1 completely excillded.Q
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